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12

Abstract13

We investigate detection probabilities and recording completeness of the seismic network in 14

northeastern Italy, operated by the OGS (Istituto Nazionale di Oceanografia e Geofisica 15

Sperimentale) during the years 1977–2007, using the Probability-based Magnitude of Completeness 16

(PMC) method by Schorlemmer & Woessner (2008).17

Completeness of the dataset is varying in space and time due to the evolution of network geometry, 18

instrumental characteristics, and monitoring and processing strategies over time:  this is a common 19

feature for all the regional and national instrumental catalogues that should be properly accounted 20

for in seismicity rates evaluations. For the first time, we quantify with the new PMC method 21
                                               
1  Corresponding author. Tel: +39 040 2140134, Fax: +39 0432 522474
E-mail address: sgentili@inogs.it
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detection probabilities of a regional network operating since the late 70’s, also including paper 22

records.23

PMC is based on empirical data and requires the earthquake catalog containing phase picks, the 24

station locations and on-/off-times, and the attenuation relation used to compute local magnitudes.25

In the 30-year period, we identified four time windows, roughly corresponding to the main changes 26

in the acquisition system. We reconstructed on-/off-times by merging the available information on 27

instruments with the analysis of inter-pick times at each station.28

We revised the relationship between duration and local magnitudes as the calibration of duration 29

magnitude demonstrated to be not homogeneous among the different acquisition systems. 30

Moreover, we introduced some constraints on the application of the PMC method to improve its 31

performance for networks with sparse data and show the role of missing events and of temporary 32

networks on regional completeness maps. 33

The results demonstrate that the OGS network is detecting earthquakes completely down to 34

magnitude 1.5 for a large part of the Friuli-Venezia-Giulia region since the earliest stages of its 35

functionality; the OGS instrumental catalogue is therefore the most precise and complete dataset 36

available for this area. Our analysis shows that the change from analog to digital systems does not 37

necessarily correspond to an improvement in detection capabilities.  The computed time series of 38

completeness maps are available and should be considered for any seismicity study involving data 39

from the OGS network. 40

41

Keywords: Probability-based Magnitude of Completeness, Seismometric Networks, Earthquake 42

Databases, North-Eastern Italy, Seismic Attenuation.43

44

45
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1 Introduction46

The National Institute of Oceanography and Experimental Geophysics (Istituto Nazionale di 47

Oceanografia e Geofisica Sperimentale, OGS) has a long tradition in seismometric monitoring 48

which dates back to pioneer instruments (see Supplementary Online Material). Currently, OGS 49

manages 22 short-period and 11 broad-band stations (see Figure 1). 50

<Insert Figure 1 here>51

To increase the quality of earthquake locations, data from other Italian and international institutions 52

is retrieved, e.g. the Province of Trento (Provincia Autonoma di Trento) and the National Institute 53

of Geophysics and Vulcanology (Istituto Nazionale di Geofisica e Vulcanologia, INGV) in Italy, the 54

Environmental Agency of the Republic of Slovenia (ARSO), and the Austrian Central Institute for 55

Meteorology and Geodynamics (Zentralanstalt für Meteorologie und Geodynamik, ZAMG). From 56

1977 to 2007, only short-period stations have been used as triggering stations by the alarm system 57

for real-time seismic monitoring: since 2008, OGS broad-band stations and those managed by other 58

institutions have been gradually added into the automatic alarm system. In 2008, the NEI 59

authoritative region corresponds to the Friuli-Venezia-Giulia (FVG), Veneto (VE), and Provincia 60

Autonoma di Trento (TN) Italian regions (Figure 1), where real-time seismic monitoring and alert 61

warnings are provided; OGS is also providing data of some stations in real time to INGV and 62

foreign institutions. 63

The earthquake detection threshold of the NEI area (approximately 350 km wide in longitude, and 64

300 km in latitude) is characterized by the network changes, by international borders (to Austria and 65

Slovenia), and by unfavorable site conditions (noisy alluvial plain and off-shore regions). They 66

strongly influence the magnitude of completeness of the OGS earthquake catalog, which counts 67

more than 16,000 located events in period from 6 May 1977 to 31 December 2007. 68

Several studies were conducted to estimate the completeness of the OGS catalog. Most of them 69
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were based on analyses of the whole catalog, without investigating spatio-temporal variations of 70

completeness. However, knowledge about these spatio-temporal variations is important for almost 71

any study in statistical seismology or any research involving earthquake catalogs. Wrong 72

completeness estimates may lead to misinterpretation of seismicity rates. Woessner and Wiemer 73

(2005), for example, outlined that if a Gutenberg-Richter (1944) frequency-magnitude distribution 74

with b-value equal to 1 is assumed, an error on completeness magnitude of 0.1 leads to a 25% 75

change in seismic rate, while an error of 0.3 to a factor 2. Since completeness and recording 76

capabilities of a network are strongly heterogeneous over space and time and are easily affected by 77

slight disruptions (e.g. station failure, telemetry failure), a detailed characterization of the network 78

performance is indispensable.79

In northeastern Italy, Priolo et al. (2005) estimated a completeness magnitude (Mc) equal to 2 for the 80

period 1994–2004 on the basis of the Gutenberg-Richter cumulative seismicity rate; similarly, 81

Gentili and Bressan (2007) report completeness in the range of Mc ~ 2 in the periods 1980–1990 and 82

1991–2004. Marcellini and Milani (2003), by analyzing separately three periods (1977–1987, 1988–83

1994, and 1995–2002) and three sub-regions inside the area covered by the NEI network, obtain 84

values for Mc ranging from 1 to 2.3, and an overall Mc ~ 2.3. A study applying the EMR method 85

(Woessner & Wiemer, 2005) on seismic sequences during the period 1977–2004 in the NEI area 86

(Gentili and Bressan, 2008) reports a Mc ranging from 1.2 to 2.1, dependent on the seismic 87

sequence analyzed. Other recent analyses of the variation of Mc over time (Gentili et al. 2008, 88

Gentili, 2010) show an increase of Mc from 0.5–1.5 in the period 1977–1987 to 1.5–2.5 in 1988–89

2007. All these studies refer to the conventional duration magnitude as given in the catalog. 90

In this paper, we use the Probability-based Magnitude of Completeness (PMC) method recently 91

proposed by Schorlemmer and Woessner (2008): they derive, using empirical data only, 92

completeness magnitudes (MP) for given probability levels and detection-probabilities (PE) for 93

earthquakes of given magnitude. This method defines completeness as a function of station 94
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detection capabilities, which are derived from their respective picking performance, and network 95

geometry. Therefore, this method allows for detailed analyses of detection probabilities and 96

completeness magnitudes over space and time. In addition, because completeness is analyzed as a 97

function of seismic network properties only, no event-size distribution is assumed as commonly 98

done in methods based on the Gutenberg-Richter distribution.99

The method consists of two major parts. First, detection-probability distributions per station are 100

computed. They describe the probabilities of picking events with given magnitude at given distance 101

to the station. The probability of detection at each station for a given magnitude-distance range is 102

estimated by the ratio of the number of such located events picked at that station over the total 103

number of such events located by the network during on-times of the station. Second, the detection-104

probabilities at each station are synthesized into maps of detection probabilities PE(M, x, y, z, t) of 105

the network for specific magnitudes M, depth z and time t, and into maps of completeness 106

magnitudes MP(P, x, y, z, t), for specific probability levels P. We obtain a probability distribution for 107

each station, representing each station's performance during the chosen time span. Then, the 108

regional maps of detection probability for a given magnitude and maps of probabilistic magnitude 109

of completeness are computed by combining the single station detecting capabilities on a grid of 110

points in the study area. The probability of detecting an event of given magnitude is the joint 111

probability that the minimum number of triggering stations, N
S
, (usually 4, as minimum number of 112

stations required by location procedures using only P phases, or 3, as in our case, if S phases are 113

used too) have detected it (see Schorlemmer and Woessner, 2008 for further details). Following 114

Schorlemmer et al., (2010), we use a probability level of P = 0.999 for computing the probability-115

based completeness magnitude (MP), corresponding to a miss rate of one in one thousand events. 116

Both, PE and MP, are computed for a particular point in time. Because they are based on the station 117

capabilities, only stations that were in operation at this particular time are considered in the 118

computation.119
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The PMC method has been applied to the Southern California Seismic Network (Schorlemmer and 120

Woessner, 2008), the Northern California Seismic Network (Bachmann et al., 2007), Switzerland, 121

(Nanjo et al., 2010b), Japan (Schorlemmer et al., 2008), and Italy (Schorlemmer et al., 2010). In 122

particular, MP for the Italian territory has been computed using data from the National Seismic 123

Network; the analysis covers a short period from the start of the upgraded network at 16 April 2005 124

to 1 January 2008.125

In this study we explore the results using the regional NEI seismic network inside the area 44.6°N–126

47.2°N/10.0°E–14.5°E which roughly corresponds to northeastern Italy. The long time span of the 127

OGS catalog requires some ad-hoc MD-ML calibration (see section 2.3) and constraints to avoid 128

artifacts in the case of sparse data (section 3.1) and to improve the performance of the method.129

130

2 Data131

The data needed for the PMC method are an earthquake catalog describing the locations, times, 132

magnitudes, and phase picks of events, and a station list containing location and working status 133

(hereinafter referred as on-/off-times) of each station. Because the method can only be applied to 134

periods of homogeneous recordings, which refers to unchanged trigger conditions, unchanged 135

magnitude definitions, and unchanged processing, we first identified such periods of the NEI 136

network. 137

The evolution of the NEI network (see Supplementary Online Material) can be roughly divided into 138

four main periods (see also Marcellini and Milani, 2003; Priolo et al., 2005), characterized by 139

different triggering conditions, seismic acquisition systems, and/or instrument characteristics. 140

<Insert Figure 2 here>141

Figure 2 shows the station distribution and locations of recorded events during each of the selected 142
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four periods: 143

 6 May 1977–31 December 1987 (Figure 2a): recordings of analog data with continuous 144

registration; up to 16 short-period seismic stations located in FVG and 6 in TN; events are 145

detected by visual inspections of traces plotted by drum recorders; seismic phases were 146

manually read from paper.147

 1 January 1988–5 May 1994 (Figure 2b): change from analog to digital acquisition system 148

(Earth Data 9690); data are stored only if the trigger condition (set at individual station on 149

the basis of signal-to-noise ratio exceeding a given threshold) is reached by at least three 150

stations; initial slight increase in the number of stations (17 in FVG, 3 in VE, and 8 in TN). 151

Since mid-1990, the 7 westernmost stations were operated by the Provincia Autonoma of 152

Trento. The change from the analog to the digital system was gradually performed; as a 153

result, during this period, phases were still manually read from paper, but with a lower 154

resolution with respect to the previous analog data. 155

 6 May 1994–31 December 1999 (Figure 2c): change of the digital acquisition system to 156

Lennartz Mars 88 equipment; waveforms are stored for each individual station if the 157

triggering condition is met at the respective station; nearly constant number of stations (17 158

in FVG, 4 in VE; no more TN triggering stations); manual digital data readings and set up of 159

procedures for automatic picking (FAAS, Bragato and Govoni, 2000) and location. Bulletins 160

report events after manual reprocessing. The first two broad-band stations were installed.161

 1 January 2000–31 December 2007 (Figure 2d): triggering conditions and acquisition data 162

system as above with a general improvement of the performance of sensors; increase in the 163

number of stations in the western part of the VE region (16 in FVG, 7 in VE) and installation 164

of new broad-band stations. Fully digital processing of data. The original automatic alarm 165

system (FAAS) is progressively replaced by procedures based on the Antelope software 166
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system. During this last period, a temporary network of 22 seismic stations in the Veneto 167

(VE) region (see Figure 1) was active from May 2004 until June 2005 (FIRB-MIUR project 168

- Govoni et al., 2005).169

170

171

2.1 Earthquake catalog172

All earthquake data used in this study are published in the monthly OGS bulletins and available on173

the OGS website (http://www.crs.ogs.trieste.it). The original data (published for many years on 174

paper: OGS, 1977–now) is sporadically reprocessed to match with new standards or to increase 175

homogeneity as far as location algorithms or magnitude computation are concerned (Renner, 1995). 176

The current OGS database includes 39,096 events in the period 6 May 1977–31 December 2007, of 177

which 16,496 are located events with magnitude assignment. In case of non-located events, phase 178

pickings and/or duration data of at least one station are stored if features of local events were 179

recognized in manual inspections. These events are used for statistical characterization of 180

microseismicity and are useful for further single-station studies. The HYPO71 location program 181

(Lee and Lahr, 1975) is used for all the events with the same simple crustal model (three layers, 182

with vP = 5.85, 6.80, and 8 km/s, and discontinuities at depths of 22km and 39.5km, and 183

vp/vS = 1.78). Magnitudes are computed from duration data, using the station coefficients as 184

calibrated by Rebez & Renner, 1991. 185

The area covered by this analysis ranges from 10o E to 14.5o E in longitude and from 44.6o N to 186

47.2o N in latitude. Earthquake locations in the previously defined four main periods are reported in 187

Figure 2; events with M
D
 3.5 are represented by red dots, yellow stars show the M

D
> 5 events.188

The seismicity during the last 30 years of NEI monitoring was dominated by:189
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 the activity following the 1976 devastating Friuli earthquakes (mainshocks plotted by white 190

stars in Figure 1), which culminated in the seismic sequence of the 16 September 1977 191

Trasaghis earthquake (M
D

= 5.2, Slejko et al., 1999) (Figure 2a); 192

 the seismic sequences in Slovenia following the Kobarid earthquakes on 12 April 1998 and 193

12 July 2004 (M
D

= 5.6 in Figure 2c, and M
D

= 5.1 in Figure 2d, Bressan et al., 2009);194

 two earthquakes with M
D

= 5.2, located at the margins of the monitored area, on 17 June 195

2001 in Merano (Caporali et al., 2005) and on 24 November 2004 in Salò (Franceschina et 196

al., 2009) (Figure 2d);197

 several minor seismic sequences in the period 1991–2002 with M
D
 from 3.7 to 4.9, which 198

lasted approximately 40–100 days (Gentili and Bressan, 2008) with numbers of recorded 199

aftershocks ranging from 15 to 120 events.200

The distribution of duration magnitudes over time is shown in Figure 3 together with some 201

statistical and quality parameters of the hypocentral locations. 202

<Insert Figure 3 here>203

One can recognize the increase from 1980 to 1998 of the lower magnitude thresholds and its 204

decrease after 1998 in Figure 3a, and also the gap in 1991 (due to a fire accident in the data center 205

of Udine city and its subsequent move to the current location at CRS in Cussignacco, monitoring 206

activities were interrupted in the period from 4 December 1990 to 21 May 1991). The magnitude 207

range in the period 1988–1994 appears to be squeezed, and during 1997–1999 the detection 208

threshold reaches its highest value. The abrupt change in the number of located events that followed 209

the dismantling of the analog system in 1989 and the effects of the seismic sequences in 1998 and 210

2004 are shown in Figure 3b. From the analysis of our dataset, we reckoned that most of these 211

locations using less than seven phases (corresponding to a minimum number of four triggering 212

stations using both P and S phases, represented by gray bars in Fig. 3b) were obtained by three 213
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stations only. The annual mean of phase picks per event (represented by black triangles in Figure 214

3c,) pinpoints the evolution of the network, and it is only roughly representative of the quality of 215

location. The detection capabilities deteriorated with the transition from the analog to the digital 216

system and are improving since approximately the year 2000. Probably the occurrence of major 217

earthquakes (like the 1998 Kobarid sequence) has helped reorganizing the picking procedures, and 218

the latest upgrade of instruments further increased the number of readings per event. Horizontal and 219

vertical errors (ERH and ERV) as provided by HYPO71 are shown in Figure 3c: at a first glance 220

they widely change in time, but this is only the effect of a limited percentage of bad locations in a 221

great number of events pertaining to the first analog period (1977-1987), as their median values, 222

calculated on the whole catalogue, are 1.0 and 1.7 km, respectively.223

Fig. 3d shows the distribution of residuals between the station magnitudes, and the network 224

magnitude (mean of all the stations having a duration reading). This is the so-called intra-event 225

variability; different magnitudes are due to source process, heterogeneous wave propagation, local 226

response and random errors, given an unique release of energy. This distribution has Md of about 227

0.1 on the whole dataset, with negligible fluctuations in time. 228

229

230

2.2 Station On/Off-times231

The official recorded information about failure or maintenance periods of single stations or the 232

entire network are usually very incomplete, often missing. Also, for the NEI network, these 233

informations are too inaccurate to be used in this application. For this reason, we estimate the 234

on/off-times directly from the phase picks. It is important to outline that pickings are reported in the 235

bulletins if features of regional events were recognized by manual inspections, even if the 236

respective event is not located, e.g. due to an insufficient number of phase picks for reliable 237
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locations. We therefore analyze for each station the cumulative number of phase picks over time 238

and the inter-pick times between subsequent phase picks (see some examples in Figure 4). 239

240

<Insert Figure 4 here>241

This simple technique permits easy recognition of random errors (e.g. mistypes in time when 242

negative inter-pick times are encountered), changes in processing or working conditions (e.g. 243

changes in the slope of the cumulative curve not linked to seismic crises), and random interruptions 244

of recordings (inter-pick times exceeding a reasonable threshold). Pickings therefore testify the “in 245

operation” (ON) status of the station, while out of work (OFF) conditions are more difficult to be 246

detected, as earthquakes rates are variable in space and time. Note the good functioning of BOO and 247

DRE stations, interrupted for more than 30 days only few times (the peak at ~ 170 days corresponds 248

to the fire accident at the data acquisition center in 1991); DRE sensitivity with respect to the 249

nearby Slovenian seismicity is evident by the plateau (increase in the daily number of detected 250

events) corresponding to the 1998 e 2004 Kobarid sequences. AFL and MTLO show a more 251

discontinuous functioning; very long interruptions (>240 days), and changes of slope are related to 252

different maintenance strategies for these stations. 253

After analyzing inter-pick times of all stations, and connecting the results with all independent 254

information about recording conditions, we decided to fix a homogeneous threshold of inter-pick 255

time to declare a station OFF. We performed sensitivity tests on different thresholds (5, 15, 30, 60 256

and 90 days) to investigate the effects on the station detection probability and in the resulting 257

completeness map during the period 2000–2007. For inter-pick time threshold larger than or equal 258

to 30 days the mean completeness magnitude MP of the studied area on 31 December 2007 remains 259

essentially stable; for shorter thresholds, the mean MP gradually increases with the threshold as the 260

stations performances are evaluated only closed in time to detected phases, assigning therefore OFF 261
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condition also to “silence” due to non-detected earthquakes. 262

We therefore consider a station being ON if the inter-pick time is smaller than a threshold of 30 263

days. This threshold represents a compromise, tuned on the analyzed area, between the different 264

background seismicity, and the lack of readings due to inactive stations.265

<Insert Figure 5 here>266

Figure 5 shows the synthesis of all the information concerning the on/off-times of OGS triggering 267

stations from 1977 to 2007, including the recording gap in 1991 due to the fire accident. A very 268

discontinuous functioning can be observed for the stations CGRP, IESO, MGRP, MTLO, UDI, for 269

AFL and FAU until 1999, for TLI since 2000, and for TRI since 1992. This is can be related to the 270

very high noise level of stations (e.g. IESO, located in the alluvial plain close to the shore) and/or to 271

different strategies in station maintenance. The shadowed rectangle shows TN stations activity 272

during the period they were not managed by OGS; even if they were not used as triggering stations 273

since mid 1990, their pick data were integrated in the catalog to increase location accuracy. 274

275

276

2.3 Magnitude277

The OGS catalog reports duration magnitudes, homogeneously computed for the entire database by 278

applying station corrections. These corrections have been calibrated for the first 21 OGS stations by 279

Rebez and Renner (1991), applying a least-squares method to the general magnitude equation280

M= a
1 
+ a

2
log T + a

3
L   (1)281

where M is the local magnitude at station TRI in Trieste (original Wood-Anderson data, or duration 282

magnitude already calibrated to Wood-Anderson data), T is the duration in seconds at the selected 283

station, and L the station-to-event epicentral distance in km, and a
i 
are the station coefficients. 284
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Nearly all of the distance correction coefficients (a
3
 values) are very small (in the order of 10-3) and 285

their contribution to the attenuation term can be neglected. The original MD-ML empirical 286

relationships for each station are defined in the range of ML between 1.2 and 5.2; standard deviation 287

assigned to eq.(1) is station dependent, with a maximum of 0.35. This is inter-event variability due 288

to multiple source-path-site effects and is greater that the intra-event variability described in Section 289

2.1. Station non-specific coefficients have been used for all the stations installed after 1988. 290

Bragato and Tento (2005) calibrated a regional attenuation relationship for local magnitudes, which 291

is valid for the network area, using high-quality digital data since 1995 and a Wood-Anderson 292

filtering procedure. They demonstrated that duration magnitudes, M
D
, as obtained with the Rebez 293

and Renner (1991) coefficients, largely overestimate local magnitudes, ML, for this period.294

To convert duration magnitudes to local magnitudes for the application of the Schorlemmer & 295

Woessner (2008) completeness method, and to check the consistency of duration readings during 296

the years, we investigate the original local magnitude and duration data for the periods 1977–1988 297

and 1995–2005. Technical problems quoted later on do not permit a similar analysis of the first 298

digital period 1988–1995. 299

<Insert Figure 6 here>300

Figure 6a shows the local magnitude data from the Trieste station originally used by Rebez & 301

Renner (1991) for calibrations of station coefficients plotted against the M
D
 values reported for the 302

events in the OGS catalog. Local magnitude data comes from two datasets: 278 earthquakes with 303

original Wood-Anderson recordings in the magnitude range 1.1–4.5 and 364 events with duration 304

magnitude in the range 0.9–4.4, recorded from 1977 to the beginning of 1988, and converted to ML. 305

The identity M
D

= ML (green line) corresponds to the regression using a least-squares fit on the full 306

data set. In Figure 6b, a similar plot is given using the Bragato and Tento (2005) subset of events 307

(1096 earthquakes with local magnitude M
L
 in the range 0.8–5.5 recorded from 1995 to 2002), and 308
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an additional set of smaller events (169 earthquakes recorded by the FIRB network in the years 309

2004–2005, with M
L
 in the range of -0.1–3.2), similarly obtained by a filtering simulation of Wood-310

Anderson magnitudes (Lovisa et al., 2008; Garbin, 2009); the inadequacy of M
D
 in reproducing ML311

for M
D

< 3.5 is evident. 312

Two main reasons can be identified for such a different behavior over time: the different rules in 313

reading durations of seismic phases and the “drift” due to uncalibrated station coefficients. The 314

readings in the first data set (1977–1988) were made on paper trails, while in the period 1995–2005 315

the readings were picked on the computer. It is reasonable to believe that the limited resolution of 316

seismic waveforms on paper has lead to define shorter durations with respect to on-screen analyses, 317

where much higher amplification factors can be applied to detect persisting seismic phases in the 318

noise. This magnitude overestimation, with respect to the previous period, is amplified by station 319

coefficients that were calibrated using paper trails.320

Approximately from 1988 to 1994, digital data were plotted on paper for readings, but their 321

resolution was lower than the one of analog data, possibly leading to shorter durations and 322

subsequently to underestimated magnitudes (see Figure 3a). Unfortunately, the ML dataset for this 323

period is not adequate for MD calibration; several technical problems (i.e. instrumental response and 324

frequent spikes due to the electronic devices) are preventing a meaningful reprocessing. Also the 325

use of uncalibrated station coefficients could affect the MD computation. Because uncalibrated 326

stations (those installed after 1988, see Fig. 5) are becoming increasingly important in magnitude 327

determination, only further comparative analyses that are beyond the scope of this work could solve 328

these problems of heterogeneous duration readings.329

For our purposes, we decided to retain M
D

= ML for pre-1988 earthquakes, based on the results 330

shown in Figure 6a. We use the same rule for data from 1988 to mid-1994, as data were read from 331

paper. For the period from mid-1994 on, we convert duration magnitudes, M
D
, into local 332
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magnitudes, ML, with the relation obtained through orthogonal regression333

M
L

= 1.508 M
D

- 1.743                     (ML)=0.35 (2)334

for M
D

< 3.5. 335

We consider the orthogonal regression as the appropriate technique for magnitude conversions 336

because the error of the two variables is comparable (e.g. Castellaro et al., 2006).337

This conversion has a significant impact on the magnitude distribution, shifting it towards lower 338

values for times starting in mid-1994. 339

340

3 Data analysis341

The analysis of the NEI network has been performed for the aforementioned periods. Because 342

major network changes do not happen abruptly but rather during a longer transition phase, we 343

defined the start and end of some periods by the start and the end of the years that best divide the 344

different periods:345

(i) Analog period: 6 May 1977–31 December 1987 346

(ii) First digital period: 1 January 1988–6 May 1994 347

(iii) Second digital period, old network configuration: 7 May 1994–31 December 1999 348

(iv) Second digital period, current network configuration: 1 January 2000–31 December 2007. 349

The detection-probability distributions of each station are computed separately for each period. 350

From these, completeness maps for network geometry and station performances in the respective 351

period are computed. Only OGS triggering stations are considered as they are the only stations to 352

contribute to completeness. For the 4
th

 period, we integrate the catalog with the locations given by a 353
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dense temporary local network to test the variation of completeness magnitude. 354

355

3.1 Station detection-probability distributions356

The detection-probability distributions describe the probability of detecting earthquakes as a 357

function of magnitude and distance from the station. To compute these distributions for each station, 358

we need to apply the attenuation relation as used by the network, see Schorlemmer & Woessner 359

(2008) for details. We use the attenuation relation as provided by Bragato and Tento (2005) for  360

northeastern Italy:361

M
L

= log(A) + 2.23 log(L/100) - 0.0039 (L-100) + 3 + S       (3)362

where A is the amplitude of the signal, L is the distance in km and S is a station correction term; two 363

events with equal amplitude at a station (and therefore with similar probability of detection) have a 364

difference in magnitude that depends on their distances L
1 
and L

2
 from the station:365

M
L

= 2.23 [log(L
1
) - log(L

2
)] - 0.0039 (L

1
-L

2
)   (4)366

The distances axis can therefore be converted into a “magnitude” axis M
L
*:367

M
L
* = 2.23 log(L) - 0.0039 L   (5)368

For computing the detection probabilities for events of given magnitude and given distance to the 369

station, we apply the same criterion as described by Schorlemmer & Woessner (2008). 370

This method of computing detection probabilities from raw data is robust as long as the number of 371

earthquakes inside the sampling volume (here 0.1 magnitude units) is statistically significant.372

An implicit assumption in choosing 0.1 magnitude units is that in such a small interval the 373

magnitude distribution can be considered uniform. This is not true when the magnitude range is 374

large, due to Gutenberg-Richter distribution. Therefore we maintain the sampling volume of the 375
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original method regardless of the larger uncertainty (see section 2.3) in the magnitude estimation in 376

our catalogue.377

Because some samples do not contain a sufficient number of events (set to 10), Schorlemmer and 378

Woessner (2008) enlarge in a conservative manner the circular sampling volume towards larger 379

distances and smaller magnitudes. We noticed that this choice can cause artifacts and/or 380

overestimates of the performance in case of sparse data (see Figure 7 and related discussion). 381

We changed the original approach in a conservative way by setting the probabilities to zero for grid 382

nodes with less than 10 events (Figure 8 and following text).383

The original method applies a smoothing procedure that integrates basic physical constraints to 384

reduce scatter due to sparse data and to remove non-physical artifacts. The algorithm guarantees 385

that detection probabilities never decrease with increasing magnitude for a given distance and with 386

decreasing distance for a given magnitude. 387

<Insert Figure 7 here>388

We computed detection-probability distributions ranging from 0 to 4 in magnitude and from 0 to 389

200 km in distance, matching the extension of the study area and the magnitudes of interest. Figure 390

7 shows the detection-probability distribution of station BAD derived using data from the period 7 391

May 1994–31 December 1999 and calculated according to the original PMC method. The color 392

represents the detection probability. Where no data are available, the probability is set to 0. Figs. 7a 393

and 7b represent the data before and after the smoothing procedure, respectively. One part of this 394

distribution (1.7 < M
L

< 2.8, 50km < D < 180km) is dominated by a noisy signal which we attribute 395

to sparse data. The PD = 1 contour in Figure 7b shows a logarithmic trend of the minimum 396

detectable magnitude for distances smaller than 100km, while a linear dependence becomes more 397

relevant for L > 100km. This trend is compatible with equation 3 assuming that the minimum 398

detectable amplitude at the station remains constant over time and is not dependent on earthquake 399
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distance. The P = 0.8 contour departs from this trend for magnitudes M
L

> 1.8, which is likely due 400

to the previously outlined sparse data.401

Therefore, before applying the smoothing procedure, we modified the original method as previously 402

described to avoid possible artifacts related to sparse data. 403

<Insert Figure 8 here>404

Figure 8 shows the normal and smoothed detection-probability distributions of station BAD for 405

each of the four periods, applying the aforementioned new method. The best station sensitivity is 406

reported for the analog period (Figs. 8a and 8b), which is characterized by continuous recordings. 407

During the first digital period (Figs. 8c and 8d), the sensitivity decreased for small magnitudes. All 408

events of M
L
   1.3 seem to be detected by this station for distances lower than 40km (see the abrupt 409

change from P = 1 to P = 0 for this magnitude). This is compatible with the settings of the 410

acquisition system (time series stored in memory only if at least three stations have reached the 411

triggering conditions). For M
L

> 2 and distances > 60km, the detection probability has an 412

anomalous drop and gain (see the white rectangle in Figure 8c, where for a given magnitude the 413

probabilities increase with distance). As a consequence, the network sensitivity has an abrupt jump 414

at M
L
 2.2 for distances of 50–100km (compare Figs. 8b and 8d) in the first digital period. The 415

same effect has been detected for many other stations and may be related to problems of 416

heterogeneous duration assignment in this distance/magnitude range that corresponds to data 417

clipping on paperbacks. Combining the observations, we suggest that the narrower band of 418

magnitudes represented in Figure 3a during the first digital period (1988–1994) is caused by two 419

artifacts: first, the magnitude underestimation described in Section 2.3, and second, the higher 420

detection threshold due to the acquisition limits. The observed behavior and the unavailability of 421

data for an appropriate MD-ML conversion from 1988 to 1994 make the detection-probability 422

distribution for the first digital period less reliable than for the other periods; the derived 423
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completeness maps are therefore questionable. 424

Figs. 8e and 8f show the detection-probability distributions for the second digital period. They show 425

a similar sensitivity for small magnitudes and for large distances as the distribution for the analog 426

period. In Figure 8e, two isolated clusters of high probabilities are highlighted by the white arrows, 427

corresponding to cells where at least 10 earthquakes have been detected (compare to the features of 428

the “noisy” area shown in Figure 7a). They have been similarly observed on other station graphs 429

(e.g. BUA, BOO, PLRO), and they correspond to earthquakes scattered in time, but mainly located 430

in Slovenia or Croatia, along major geological lineaments (striking N120°, N150°). Azimuth-431

dependent heterogeneities due to lower crust characteristics, and/or waveguide effects driven by 432

regional faults have been recently recognized (Bragato, pers. comm.; Garbin 2009), and they should 433

cause signal amplifications with a magnitude scattering greater than 1 magnitude unit. Nevertheless, 434

the study of azimuth-dependent effects is beyond the scope of this paper. Removing poorly sampled 435

cells improves the performance of the smoothing procedure (compare Figs. 8e and 8f with Figs. 7a 436

and 7b), but anomalies remain for P < 0.8 in the 1994–1999 period. Figs. 8g and 8f show the 437

detection-probability distributions for the second digital period; the performances are similar to the 438

previous ones, with a general decrease of anomalies and a slight improvement at low magnitudes. 439

The higher number of events analyzed during 2000–2007 indicates a higher quality of data in 440

Figure 8g than in Figure 8e. 441

The accurate analysis of the station detection probabilities in time allow to test the Schorlemmer 442

and Woessner (2008) approach also in cases of scarce data. We impose a threshold on the minimum 443

number of events in the node before the probability computation, reducing in this way the 444

knowledge to the minimum. We show that with this procedure some artifacts are removed, before 445

applying the smoothing procedure. This choice is conservative, because it increases the 446

completeness magnitude at the end. 447

448
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3.2 The effect of temporary monitoring449

The PMC method defines the station probability as the ratio of localized events detected by the 450

station (n
S
) over the number of events given in the catalog (n

C
). The approximation accepted is that 451

n
S
/n

C
N

DS
/N, where N

DS
 is the number of events detected by the station and N is the total number of 452

earthquakes occurred. Using this approach, a catalog compiled by single station recordings (for 453

example, the single station location procedures used by the pioneer seismological observatories) 454

would result complete no matter what magnitude range would be considered, as n
S

= N
DS

 and 455

n
S

= n
C
. We evaluate the role of missing events on station detection-probability distributions and on 456

regional completeness-magnitude maps by integrating the OGS bulletins with a local catalog 457

obtained by a temporary network. The FIRB-MIUR project (Govoni et al., 2005) installed a dense 458

array of 22 portable seismic stations in an area of 60km by 30km in the Veneto (VE) region (see 459

gray dots in Figure 1). The FIRB network was active from May 2004 until June 2005 and its data 460

has been recently analyzed (Govoni et al., 2005, Garbin, 2009). The temporary network, jointly 461

with the permanent OGS stations, enables us to locate 169 events, of which 132 were previously not 462

detected. The event magnitudes are in the range 0.1–3.2. We investigate the effect on the detection-463

probability distributions for the stations CGRP, CAE, FAU, and CSO, which are the triggering OGS 464

stations closest to the FIRB network during the period the FIRB network was active (see Figs. 1 and 465

2d). The distribution of station CGRP is not affected by the new dataset, while station CSO (see 466

Figure 9) shows a predominant decrease in detection probabilities for magnitudes in the range 1–2.2 467

associated with an increase of the localized earthquakes in the FIRB catalogue that are not 468

registered by the station. 469

<Insert Figure 9 here>470

A small increase for distances less than 30km was observed for stations CAE and FAU, showing the 471

ability of these stations to detect also such small events. The ability to detect is hidden by the small 472
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number of earthquakes available in that magnitude-distance range in the OGS bulletins (where 473

station picks can exist without associated earthquake locations) which strictly depends on the 474

network configuration. These changes in detection-probability distributions have only minor effects 475

on the completeness maps (see also Section 4). Similar results have been found for the Italian 476

National Seismic Network by Schorlemmer et al. (2010).477

478

4 Results479

We computed detection-probability and completeness maps for the NEI region using 0.05° spacing 480

in latitude and longitude at a depth of 10km, because the seismicity in this area is mainly 481

concentrated between 8 and 12km depth. The NEI network starts locating events if three or more 482

stations trigger (by using P and S picks, see Figure 3 and related discussion), hence we set Ns=3 for 483

computing the detection probabilities PE. 484

<Insert Figure 10 here>485

Figure 10 shows snapshots of the probability-based magnitude of completeness, MP, for the NEI 486

network over time, computed using the respective detection-probability distributions as obtained for 487

the four periods previously described. The completeness magnitude is expressed in terms of local 488

magnitudes. We use the OGS catalog for all maps, except for Figure 10e where FIRB locations are 489

included. 490

The analog period (May 1977–December 1987) was characterized by different network 491

configurations. In the first years, the monitored area was only the FVG region, and we observe 492

completeness magnitudes, Mp, in the range from 1 in the inner part to 2 at the border of FVG (see 493

the completeness map at 30 December 1980 in Figure 10a). After 1983, several stations have been 494

added in the FVG region and the TN seismic network was installed. As a consequence, the 495

completeness magnitude decreases (see the completeness map for 28 December 1985 in Figure 10b) 496
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not only inside the areas covered by the stations (up to 1.5 magnitude units approximately), but also 497

in the regions between the two sub-networks; the northern part of the VE region shows an MP of 2 498

which increases to 2.5 southwards. 499

During the period January 1988–May 1994, the TN network became independent, the acquisition 500

system of the NEI network changed from analog to digital, and continuous recording was replaced 501

by recording only waveforms if at least three stations had triggered. This choice, acceptable for 502

alarm purposes, strongly limits the number of located events, as no further control or data 503

integration with non-real-time stations is possible. These changes resulted in lower sensitivity of the 504

network (see Figure 3). Figure 10c shows the completeness map at 5 January 1988, a time when the 505

TN network was still active. The limitations in data acquisition and storage during this period are 506

causing a loss in completeness, visible in the reduction of MP < 1.5 areas. As a result, completeness 507

during this period is more tightly controlled by the geometry of the three nearest stations. 508

Comparing with the previous period (Figure 10b), the higher sensitivity of the network at large 509

distances from the stations during the first digital period (Figure 10c) is an artifact due to the 510

anomalous drop and gain of the station probability distributions (described in Figs. 8c and 8d). 511

Therefore, we believe that this map is not reliable. As a consequence, we suggest that analysts 512

should focus their attention on the “inner” quality of detection-probability distributions and on their 513

consistency with other observations (e.g. magnitude vs. time plots). 514

In the following period, May 1994–December 1999, a one-station triggering condition was used but 515

the sensitivity remained lower than during the analog period. Figure 10d shows MP values of the 516

network at 31 December 1997, when all the stations in VE region were off. The NEI authoritative 517

area was reduced to the FVG region, similarly to what had happened in 1980 (Figure 10a); see the 518

similar sized region characterized by MP 1.5. Due to the larger number of stations and to their 519

more homogeneous spatial distribution, the area with MP < 2.3 is now larger with respect to Figure 520

10a.521
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The last studied period (January 2000–December 2007) was characterized by a gradual extension of522

the network westwards, toward the VE region. Figure 10f shows the network performance at the 523

end of the period (31 December 2007). Due to the development of the seismic network, in most 524

parts of the VE and the TN regions completeness magnitudes are at least 2.5, reaching 2 in the 525

northern part of the VE region. From 2008 on, the TN region network, being managed again from 526

OGS, is increasing the coverage of both the TN and the VE regions. 527

Figure 10e shows the effect of merging the OGS bulletins with the FIRB-MIUR database for 1 528

September 2004. Here, a significant enhancement of MP can be observed, a well pronounced lobe of 529

MP < 1.5 covers the southwestern part of the region surveyed by the temporary stations.530

The role of missed events in the OGS bulletins on the station probability distributions analyzed in 531

section 3.2 (see Figure 9) has a low impact on MP map computed for the off-time of the FIRB 532

temporary network (on 31 December 2007): differences were observed and were in the order of -533

0.1/-0.2 magnitude units, comparable with the error in magnitude assessment.534

The PMC method has been applied to the INGV network covering the national territory since 16 535

April 2005 (Schorlemmer et al., 2010). 536

We compared OGS and INGV local magnitude earthquakes assessments for the overlapping period 537

(16 April 2005–31 December 2007) in order to evaluate the networks performances for the area 538

under study.539

A total number of 176 events were analyzed, the selection criteria used to identify common OGS 540

and INGV events being a difference in latitude and longitude smaller than 0.1 degrees and a 541

difference in origin time smaller than 10 seconds in the respective catalogues. The results of the 542

orthogonal regression shows good correlation between the two magnitude assessments, given by543

ML(INGV) =0.88 ML(OGS) + 0.19 (ML)=0.27 (6)544

and eq. 6 crosses the identity line ML(INGV) = ML(OGS) at about ML 1.5, the value chosen to compare 545
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the performances. We highlight that the station concurring to the MLs estimate are different for the 546

two networks. 547

<Insert Figure 11 here>548

Figure 11a shows detection probabilities of the INGV network (for ML = 1.5) on 1 January 2008 at a 549

depth layer of 30km, as derived from Schorlemmer et al. (2010). Green regions correspond to 550

probabilities close or equal to 1, while white regions correspond to probabilities equal to 0. Figure 551

11b shows our results for the NEI network at the same time and depth so that the results can be 552

directly compared. Note that all the other maps were computed for a 10km depth layer. The NEI 553

network shows detection probabilities for ML = 1.5 close to unity for a large part of the FVG Region 554

(see Figure 11b); it is decreasing westward (Veneto region) and toward the coastline. Considering 555

the fact that our study only use triggering stations to compute PE and MP  (therefore TN stations 556

were not considered operational at 1 January 2008, see Figure 2 and Figure 5) and that some 557

conservative changes to the original method have been applied, the comparison shows that the 558

regional network managed by OGS fills the gap in detection probabilities (PE less than 0.5 for 559

ML = 1.5) as computed for the INGV network (Figure 11a). 560

561

5 Conclusions562

We analyzed the NEI seismic network performance during the past 30 years using the PMC method 563

(Schorlemmer & Woessner, 2008). This method does not assume any event-size distribution (e.g. 564

Gutenberg-Richter, 1944), and is based only on data recorded at stations. It allows to investigate on 565

spatio-temporal variations of completeness. 566

The network sensitivity can be calculated day-by-day, according to the on/off times of the stations, 567

with an high (in our case approximately 5 km) spatial resolution; such resolution permits to 568
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distinguish areas characterized by different MP, depending on the seismic network characteristic.  569

This is particularly important in areas where the capabilities of a network are strongly 570

heterogeneous over space and time.571

In the OGS catalogue, the analysis permits to recognize that the most seismic active region (North 572

FVG) of the area under study was always characterized by a MP of approximately 1.5 during the 573

four analyzed periods. The minimum of the completeness magnitude is always reached in such an 574

area. Others regions (e.g. VE, TN) are characterized by higher MP values, that varies depending on 575

the analyzed period.576

These differences should be properly considered when performing seismic analysis studies in NE 577

Italy. In fact a whole catalogue analysis (using e.g. EMR or Maximum Curvature methods) leads to 578

a wrong completeness magnitude evaluation, overestimated in the case of FVG and that could be 579

underestimated in the case of VE regions and TN, due to the smaller statistical relevance of such 580

regions data. 581

An MP overestimation can lead to a looses of data and statistical relevance of the results, e.g. for b 582

value estimation; in the case of the seismicity variation analysis (quiescence/increased seismicity 583

studies), some relevant features could be lost due to the lack of low magnitude earthquakes in the 584

input dataset. On the other end, underestimation can significantly bias the estimation of b values, 585

seismicity rates, etc, and this can have important effects on extracting a model of seismic activity, 586

useful for hazard estimation, like e.g. simulating seismic quiescence (see Wiemer e& Wyss 1994).587

The OGS network covers the northeastern part of Italy and is in operation since 1977. We analyzed 588

the performance for four distinct periods from 1977 to 2007. We show the different performance of 589

the NEI network over time and space, with focus on the important differences between analog and590

digital recording periods. 591

The analog system, operating approximately from 1977 to 1988, shows the highest sensitivity; 592
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manual readings on continuous recordings resulted in the best detection capability observed at this 593

network. However, such analyses require extensive manual data processing. This observation is 594

interesting and was found also in Nanjo et al 2010a, especially considering that many other 595

networks also changed from analog to digital signal processing. The first bulk of stations in the 596

FVG region were installed to detect the seismicity in the epicentral area of the 1976 M = 6.4 597

earthquake. After 1981, a second group has been installed in the TN region (Figure 2a), which is 598

about 150km away from the epicentral area. The effect of joint operation of both groups of stations 599

is evident from our results (Figure 10b). The sensitivity of this regional network was improved for 600

the entire northeastern part of Italy for the period 1982 to 1990 in which the TN stations were used 601

as triggering stations for the NEI network.602

In contrary to this period of high-quality recordings, the subsequent period of digital signal 603

processing is characterized by a strong decrease in the number of located events accompanied by an 604

increase of the minimum magnitude threshold. We interpret this observation as a decay of detecting 605

capabilities due to well known technical problems in the acquisition procedures and the real-time 606

data storage. Furthermore, we identified a potential systematic bias in magnitude assignments. 607

Regression analyses of the MD-ML dataset are suggesting different criteria in duration pickings on 608

paperbacks and on-screen signals (Figure 6). Because the MD-ML calibration for the period 1988–609

1994 period was not feasible, we applied the relationship derived for the analog period (i.e. 610

MD = ML), obtaining anomalies in the detection-probability distributions of the stations (Figs. 8c 611

and 8d). These anomalies cause low MP values at more than 50km distance from the stations (Figure 612

10c), such that we cannot consider the results for this period reliable. Fixing these problems would 613

require a huge reprocessing of the original waveforms that is beyond the purpose of this analysis.614

With the start of the new digital acquisition system (Lennartz Mars88) in 1994–1995, the network 615

coverage decreased. Not only the TN stations became independent after 1990, but also the signal-to-616

noise threshold was increased to limit real-time data transmission. Some high-detection 617
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probabilities during the period 1994–1999 (arrows in Figure 8e) are blurred in the following period 618

2000–2007 (Figure 8g). A first check suggests that they are not artifacts, but physically motivated 619

propagation anomalies, following the direction of major lineaments, and therefore azimuth-620

dependent effects. We obtain more reliable detection probabilities for each station by imposing a 621

threshold on the minimum number of events in the node before the probability computation (Figs. 622

7, 8e, and 8f). Since 2000, the gradual enlargement of the NEI network and improvements in 623

sensors performances is enhancing the sensitivity of the network and extending the coverage to a 624

wider area. 625

With the configuration at 31 December 2007, the completeness magnitude reached values below 626

ML = 2.3 in parts of the VE region, in the FVG region, and neighboring countries (Figure 10f).627

These results should be discarded considering the uncertainty in MP due to the inter-event 628

variability. From 2008 on, the TN region network is being managed again by OGS, and this, 629

together with the new VE stations installed in 2007 and 2008 (BALD and ADRI, respectively), is 630

improving again the network performance for the western areas. With increased quality control of 631

broad-band OGS stations, and more data readings we expect further enhancements. When a 632

database large enough to obtain stable results will be available, a further work will quantify this 633

improvement.634

Even if it is beyond the scope of this paper to give an estimate of the impact of this new way of 635

representing completeness magnitude on seismic activity estimates, we do expect significantly 636

different estimates in areas where the network geometry has changed in time and space. As an 637

example, in this work we explored the integration of a dense temporary network with the NEI 638

network and show the remarkable decrease of the completeness magnitude that such an integration 639

induces locally.640

A comparison with a study conducted for the overall Italian national territory (Schorlemmer et al., 641
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2010) shows that the NEI regional network is able to ensure in the active region of NE Italy 642

earthquake detection capabilities better than the performances of the National Seismic Network. 643

The NEI network, therefore, fruitfully complements the seismic monitoring capability of the 644

National Seismic Network. It is important to point out that our evaluation covers about 30 years of 645

monitoring, while the INGV analysis is limited to the last acquisition system, operating since 16 646

April 2005 (Schorlemmer et al., 2010). 647

The OGS bulletin data, the station parameter table, and the software codes used for this study are 648

freely available on the completeness web site http://www.completenessweb.org/. A Matlab code for 649

the application of this method to California and Italian data of the INGV seismic network is freely 650

available at the same web site.651
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758

Figure Captions759

760

Figure 1761

Map of the study area, with administrative borders and seismic station locations. Acronyms of 762

Italian region are as follows: FVG, Regione Autonoma Friuli Venezia Giulia; VE, Veneto; TN, BZ 763

Provincia Autonoma di Trento e Bolzano respectively; LO, Lombardia; ER, Emilia Romagna.764

Black symbols and labels mark the seismological networks managed by OGS at 2008; broad-band 765

(BB) and short-period (SP) stations are represented using hexagons and triangles respectively. Gray 766

triangles indicate all the other stations listed in the NEI bulletins database during the period from 6 767

May 1977 to 1 January 2008 (dismissed OGS locations, or belonging to other institutions, see the 768

text). Gray circles show the location of a temporary network (22 FIRB stations), deployed in May 769

2004.770

The locations of the disastrous 1976 Friuli earthquakes (ML = 6.4 and 6.1, Slejko et al. 1999) are 771

also shown with white stars.772

773

Figure 2774

Network geometries and seismicity distribution in time. Grey dots mark earthquakes with Md < 3.5, 775

red ones for 3.5  Md  5.0, yellow stars for events with Md > 5. Black and gray triangles indicate 776

triggering and not triggering stations, respectively. (a) Analog period, the number of stations 777

gradually increased in time (TN stations since 1981); (b) first digital period, triggering stations 778

changed in time (from 1990 TN stations became independent); (c) change in the acquisition system 779
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and data storage of the second digital period; (d) time frame corresponding to a more stable network 780

configuration, and enhancement of station sensors and quality controls. Further details on stations 781

functioning in Figure 4 and 5.782

783

Figure 3784

Synthetic overview of NEI bulletins database; more than 16,000 events have been located with 785

magnitude assignment in the period 6 May 1977–31 December 2007. (a) Duration magnitude 786

distribution versus time (dotted, solid and dashed lines are the 5th, 50th and 95th percentile of the 787

data, calculated at steps of one year); (b) histograms of located events per year (black bars, total 788

number; grey bars, number of events located with less than 7 phases); (c) quality check of 789

hypocentral solutions: mean annual number of phases per event (black triangles, right y-axis), 790

vertical and horizontal errors in km (black and grey dots, left y-axis); (d) distribution of magnitude 791

residuals (difference between the station magnitudes and the network magnitude). See the text for 792

more details.793

794

Figure 4795

Examples of station’s activity status. Cumulative number of pickings versus time (left y-axis) and 796

intertimes between pickings (delay, right y-axis) for four stations (see location in Figure 1): (a) 797

BOO, in central FVG; (b) DRE nearby the Slovenia border; (c) ALF in northern VE; (d) MTLO in 798

central VE region. 799

800

801

Figure 5802
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On-off times of the OGS stations: a station is considered on (black traits) if not signed out of work 803

in the station book, and if the intertime of two consecutive pickings is less than 30 days. Stations of 804

the TN region are on top of the graph, marked with an asterisk: the gray rectangle highlights the 805

period when TN stations went into independent management, performed by the Provincia 806

Autonoma di Trento; even if the phases have been somehow used for the final bulletins, these 807

stations cannot be considered triggering stations for the OGS network.808

809

Figure 6810

Regression analysis of duration versus local magnitude. (a) original dataset from 1977 until 1988, 811

used by Rebez and Renner (1991) to calibrate station coefficients: MWA is the original Wood 812

Anderson magnitude given at the Trieste (TRI) station, MD TS are duration magnitude at the same 813

station, used as reference values if MWA were not available. (b) new data recorded from 1995, local 814

magnitude is obtained by simulating the Wood Anderson response from digital data: MWA Bragato 815

is the dataset published by Bragato and Tento (2005), MWA FIRB is the dataset of the temporary 816

monitoring of FIRB Project (Govoni et al., 2005). Duration magnitudes (x-axis) are those reported 817

in the NEI bulletins. Green lines represent the MD = ML condition, black and red full lines are 818

respectively the least squares (lsq) and orthogonal (or) regression relationships on the whole dataset 819

(all), dashed lines the orthogonal regression on partial data (black and gray). 820

821

Figure 7822

Probability graph for BAD station during the period 7 May 1994–31 December 1999. Detection 823

probabilities on a magnitude versus distance plane is calculated using the original PMC method, 824

without (a) and with (b) the smoothing procedure. Color scale ranges from blue (0% probability of 825

detection) to red (100% probability of detection). The white arrow shows anomalous corner in 826
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probability curves due to scattered cells of high probability at ~110 km distance. Dashed line 827

represents the P = 0.8 contour.828

829

Figure 8830

BAD station detection-probability distributions, with modified settings: the probability is put to 0 if 831

less than 10 events are detected in the search area. Probabilities are computed for four different time 832

periods (rows), without and with (left and right column, respectively) the application of smoothing 833

procedure. 834

(a), (b): analog period (1977–1987); (c), (d) first digital period (1987–mid 1994), the white 835

rectangle underlines an anomalous pattern in magnitude versus distance detection capability, 836

tentatively explained by non homogeneous duration lectures (see the text); (e), (f) second digital 837

period (mid 1994–1999, old network configuration), note the reduction of artifacts, with respect to 838

Figure 7, but some high probability cells still survive: the white arrows point at groups of 839

earthquakes for which azimuth dependent effects have been suggested; (g), (h) second digital period 840

(2000–2007, actual network configuration). Color scale as in Figure 7.841

842

Figure 9843

844

Differences in the smoothed detection probabilities for CSO station for the whole period 2000–845

2007, using the OGS bulletins integrated with the FIRB temporary network earthquakes (from May 846

2004 until June 2005) and events reported in the OGS bulletins only. Blue and red regions show 847

respectively the decrease and increase in detection probabilities. The first one is due to the increase 848

of the localized earthquakes in the FIRB catalogue that are not registered by the station; the second 849
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one represents earthquakes registered by the CSO station but that have been localized only thanks to 850

the FIRB network. 851

852

Figure 10853

Maps of probabilistic magnitude of completeness obtained using 0.05° grid spacing and a reference 854

depth of 10 km. White triangles are stations in operation at the date of computation. Magnitude 855

color scale ranges from yellow (MP = 1) to blue (MP = 3), in white the cells where no computation 856

has been performed. (a), (b) maps referred to the analog period, computed for 30 December 1980 857

and for 28 December 1985, respectively; the installation of TN stations ensures an acceptable 858

completeness in VE region, too. (c) Map computed for 5 January 1988 referred to the first digital 859

period: we do not retain this picture a reliable result (reasons in the text). (d) Map computed for 31 860

December 1997, referred to the new digital system; at this date all VE stations were off, the TN 861

stations independently managed and therefore no triggering stations of the OGS network anymore; 862

network performances cover more homogeneously the FVG region with respect to (a). (e) Map 863

computed for 1 September 2004, merging OGS bulletins with FIRB catalogue; this map includes 18 864

temporary stations (gray triangles), active that date, and shows their role on local detection 865

completeness. (f) Map computed for 31 December 2007, referred to the more stable network 866

configuration.867

868

Figure 11869

Detection probabilities maps for ML = 1.5 on 1 January 2008; (a) Seismometric National Network 870

of INGV, NE Italy (modified from Schorlemmer et al., 2010); (b) Regional networks of OGS, NE 871

Italy (this study). Maps are computed at a reference depth of 30 km. Triangles are the stations in 872

operation at that date. Color scale is the same for the two figures, ranging from white (0% 873
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probability to detect an earthquake of ML = 1.5) to green (100% probability to detect it).874

875
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